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Breeze
Blocks

Elevate your designs with Jonite Breeze Blocks, an emblem of architectural

sophistication within our exclusive stone composite product range. 

Enhance landscapes, hardscapes, and interiors across residential and 

commercial domains, embodying a vision of unmatched grace and allure.
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Immerse yourself in the enduring allure of stone, 

impeccably captured in our diverse palette of colors 

and designs.

Discover the unmatched strength and resilience of our

proprietary Jonite stone composite material, setting a

new standard in architectural excellence.

Benefit from our cutting-edge self-cleaning technology 

with anti-algae properties, ensuring enduring beauty 

and effortless maintenance.

At Jonite, your design reigns. Personalize sizes, 

colours, patterns, strength, and open areas to create 

unique breeze blocks that authentically reflect your 

architectural vision.

Authentic Stone Appeal

Exceptional Performance & Durability

Sophisticated Self-Cleaning

Unrivalled Customization
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BREEZE BLOCKS

Inspired by the collective brilliance of 

world-renowned architects, Jonite

proudly presents the latest masterpiece 

in our premium architectural stone

product portfolio – the Jonite Breeze 

Block. Developed by Jonite, this

revolutionary product represents the 

ideal fusion of elegant design, superior

materials, and state-of-the-art 

technology, appealing to the refined 

tastes of landscape architects, architects, 

and interior designers.

With Jonite Breeze Blocks, seamlessly enhance your external 

hardscape, landscape, and interior projects across residential 

and commercial developments, transforming your creations 

into architectural marvels.

Crafted from our proprietary Jonite stone composite material, 

renowned for its exceptional performance across our product 

range, the Jonite Breeze Block offers low water absorption, 

unmatched durability, high compressive strength, and an 

extensive variety of natural stone aesthetics. Our dedication to 

quality and innovation ensures that every Breeze Block stands

as a testament to the enduring elegance of natural stone. 

Safety remains paramount in all architectural endeavours, and 

the Jonite Breeze Block adheres to this principle. Rigorously 

tested and certified Class 1 for flame spread according to 

BS 476: Part 7: 1997, you can confidently integrate Jonite 

Breeze Blocks into your designs, meeting the strictest safety 

standards.

The Jonite Breeze Block’s unrivalled customization possibilities 

set it apart. Our diverse collection of designs and colours 

empowers you to realize your unique vision. For truly bespoke 

creations, our team of experts is ready to collaborate, crafting 

custom designs that encapsulate your artistic expression.

In addition, the Jonite Breeze Block features advanced anti-

algae selfcleaning properties, ensuring enduring beauty with 

minimal maintenance. This innovative aspect guarantees 

pristine appearances while simplifying up keep.

Discover the harmonious blend of artistry and innovation with 

the Jonite Breeze Block, and elevate your architectural projects 

to unparalleled heights. Redefine design excellence with this 

exceptional product that skilfully unites form and function.

Natural stone aesthetics

Class 1 fire rating

Low heat and water absorption

Anti-algae self cleaning

Bespoke customization
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BREEZE BLOCKS

Discover limitless potential with ModuBloc: Quadra’s artful rectangular

openings blend seamlessly with Bevel’s distinguished sloping profile. 

Unite these versatile breeze blocks to create custom configurations that 

elevate your architectural landscape.

Embrace the beauty of geometry with Elementa: Vista’s continuous 

double  triangles and Nexus’s pristine, concentric circle enchant and 

inspire. Allow these singular, minimalist breeze blocks to command 

attention, amplifying the core of your design ethos.

COLLECTION

MODUBLOC

COLLECTION

ELEMENTA

Dimension 200 x 200 x 75mm (t)

Dimension 250 x 200L x 75mm (t)

Dimension 200 x 200 x 75mm (t)

Dimension 200 x 200 x 75mm (t)

Component   Breeze Block (Square)

Component Breeze Block (Rectangle)

Component Breeze Block (Square)

Component Breeze Block (Square)

68200 BEVEL-200

68100 QUADRA-200

68300 VISTA-250

68400 NEXUS-200


